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Forcing Functions: Economic Uncertainty and
Infrastructure Modernization
by Simone Sassoli, Chief Customer Officer, Robin.io

The period of shock and retreat experienced in the early days of an economic scare are
invariably followed by the emergence of a new normal. And while it’s understandably
too early yet for most folks to contemplate what that new normal might look like, some
are doing just that.

READ MORE »

The Cloud Is Booming — But so Is Cloud Waste
by Jay Chapel, DevOps.com
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Fueled by the growth in cloud spend, cloud waste will exceed $17.6 billion in 2020. 
Not surprisingly, the growth in spending often exceeds the growth in business. That’s
because a huge portion of what companies are spending on cloud is waste.

READ MORE »

Modernize Your ELK Stack with Robin
by Ankur Desai, Product Director, Robin.io

ELK is an end-to-end log analysis solution that allows users to take log data from
virtually any source and search, analyze, and ultimately visualize that data in real time.
How is the data then used? Learn more in our blog series.

READ BLOG POST »
READ ELASTIC STACK SOLUTION BRIEF »

Application and Infrastructure Topology Awareness
by Partha Seetala, Founder and CTO, Robin.io
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The world runs on apps. Apps run on infrastructure. Therefore, it is important that
infrastructure is tuned to meet the needs of the application. 

However, apps can be complex; infrastructure can be even more complex; and getting
the two to work together can be exponentially complex. That’s the challenge facing
enterprise DevOps teams, and that’s why application and infrastructure topology
awareness is so important.

READ MORE »

Robin Resources

Want to deliver your apps as a service, anywhere? Learn how with these informative
resources:

Automates complex enterprise and 5G applications
on Robin:
ROBIN PLATFORM DATASHEET »
 
Robin and Intel develop a 5G edge platform:
ROBIN-INTEL 5G SOLUTION BRIEF »
 
Financial services leaders maximize cloud-native
app ROI:
ROBIN FINANCIAL SERVICES SOLUTION BRIEF » 
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Connect with a Robin IT pro for a 1:1 briefing and live demo.

REQUEST A DEMO » 
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